Recombinant human TSH testing is a valuable tool for differential diagnosis of congenital hypothyroidism during L-thyroxine replacement.
The differential diagnosis of congenital hypothyroidism (CH) is aimed to distinguish transitory from permanent forms, to optimize L-thyroxine (L-T4) therapy to replacement or TSH-suppressive regimens, and to reach accurate definition of the clinical and biochemical phenotype for subsequent genetic investigations and counselling. Therefore, L-T4 therapy is presently withdrawn in most instances and investigations are performed in a disturbing hypothyroid state. The availability of recombinant human TSH (rhTSH) prompted us to assess its efficacy in the differential diagnosis of CH during L-T4 therapy. Eight adult patients with permanent CH remained on L-thyroxine and underwent a new protocol for rhTSH (Thyrogen) testing with injections [4 g/kg/day intramuscularly (i.m.)] at days 1, 2 and 3. At day 3, 123I was administered and uptake obtained after 2 and 24 h. Serum TSH and thyroglobulin (Tg) levels were measured at days 1-4. Neck ultrasound was carried out in all cases. Serum TSH reached levels > 20 mU/l at day 2 and remained above 30 mU/l on days 3 and 4. Stimulation of Tg levels was seen in five patients with peak at day 4. Lingual thyroid was documented at scintigraphy (TS) in three Tg-responsive patients who were previously diagnosed as having thyroid agenesia. In one patient with dyshormonogenesis and high Tg, TS confirmed the presence of goitre with positive perchlorate test. TS was negative in the remaining four cases. All tests indicated complete agenesia in one, whereas a minimal Tg response was marker of nearly complete agenesia in another. The last two TS-negative patients had hypoplastic glands at ultrasound, and refractoriness to TSH stimulation was confirmed by absent Tg response. We report the first application of rhTSH for differential diagnosis of patients with permanent CH, avoiding the undesirable transient hypothyroidism consequent to L-T4 withdrawal. The data obtained led to the change of the diagnosis at presentation in 4/8 patients and to a more accurate description of the clinical picture in all patients. The proposed protocol has been proved to cause Tg increases even in the presence of small amounts of responsive thyroid cells. The rhTSH testing led to the desired disease characterization, thus allowing specific management and targeted genetic analyses.